Hello!

We are so excited to have you at our e-Festival of Ideas! Please see our agenda below.

**Agenda for Thursday, 04/29/2021, 3 - 4:30 PM EDT**

3 - 3:05 PM, LPCE welcome video

3:05 - 3:10 PM, Greetings from:

- Dr. Tamara Brenner, Executive Director, Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning
- Sam Magee, Associate Director on Creativity and Entrepreneurship, Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning

3:10 - 3:15 PM, Update from our Fall 2020 LPCE Launch Fund Winners

- Maya Burhanpurkar, Harvard College
- Shikoh Hirabayashi, Harvard College
- Amreen Poonawala, Harvard Graduate School of Education

3:15 - 3:40 PM, Presentation of students’ work from Spring 2021 LPCE 100 class

- Remark from Dr. Alain Viel, Course Head for LPCE 100, Senior Lecturer in Molecular and Cellular Biology
- LeftOvers: LPCE 100 students David Hill and Eric Reyes-Munoz
- Climate Map: LPCE 100 students Lucas Chu, Milan Williams, and Jett Zhang
- Branches: LPCE 100 students Davy Deng, Matthew Hirschfeld, and Amy Shi
- (eco)-commerce: LPCE 100 students Katherine Deng and Charles Neuhauser

3:40 - 4:00 PM, Presentation of students’ work from Spring 2021 Project Support Program, [https://lpce.bokcenter.harvard.edu/project-support-program](https://lpce.bokcenter.harvard.edu/project-support-program)

- Remark from Jeff Bartel, Chairman and Managing Director, Hamptons Group, LLC
- Playhouse: Veronica Leahy and Odessa Deng
- Vehicle 2 Grid Analytics: Rohan Jakhete and Lisa Wang
● The Youth Environmental Consumers Alliance (YECA): Sophia Gustafson
● FutureFounder: Mary Nagel, Rodolfo Camargo, and Rodolfo Fraga
● 3D Virtual Global Classroom: Hui Ding and Shicheng Rao
● Urban Athletic Association (UAA): Will Aubin and Kathy Bostock
● KadaKareer: Michi Ferreol, Aldrin Aujero, Cam Carag, Joyce Chen, Carlo Medina, Marga Sison, Amber Teng, and Yuyang Wang
● TrustOp: Hari Narayanan, Travis Johnson, and Kimani Panthier

4:00 - 4:15 PM, Choose your own breakout room! Breakout rooms for Q&A
● Breakout room 1:
  ○ (eco)-commerce: LPCE 100 students Katherine Deng and Charles Neuhauser
  ○ Playhouse: Veronica Leahy and Odessa Deng
  ○ The Youth Environmental Consumers Alliance (YECA): Sophia Gustafson
  ○ 3D Virtual Global Classroom: Hui Ding and Shicheng Rao
● Breakout room 2:
  ○ Climate Map: LPCE 100 students Jett Zhang, Lucas Chu, and Milan Williams
  ○ FutureFounder: Mary Nagel, Rodolfo Camargo, and Rodolfo Fraga
  ○ Urban Athletic Association (UAA): Will Aubin and Kathy Bostock
  ○ Vehicle 2 Grid Analytics: Rohan Jakhete and Lisa Wang
● Breakout room 3:
  ○ Branches: LPCE 100 students Matthew Hirschfeld, Davy Deng, and Amy Shi
  ○ KadaKareer: Michi Ferreol, Aldrin Aujero, Cam Carag, Joyce Chen, Carlo Medina, Marga Sison, Amber Teng, and Yuyang Wang
  ○ LeftOvers: LPCE 100 students David Hill and Eric Reyes-Munoz
  ○ TrustOp: Hari Narayanan, Travis Johnson, Kimani Panthier

4:15 - 4:20 PM, Wrap up. Please take a moment and let us know your thoughts. Our event survey link is here! Thank you! [https://airtable.com/shr44eseocPSnjHvM](https://airtable.com/shr44eseocPSnjHvM)